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Milo Bogaerts, Chief Executive of Euler Hermes UK and Ireland, comments on the UK
Company Insolvency Statistics for January-March 2018:
“Insolvency data will inevitably fluctuate from quarter to quarter, but our forecast is that the UK (+8%)
will record the largest rise in business failures of any of the major global economies except China
(+50%) this year.
“We are seeing signals which appear to support this prediction. The past six months have seen an
increase in overdue payment reporting, claims submissions and collection placements, and the
signals are all the same: things are getting worse.
“This is evident in most sectors of the UK economy but particularly in construction, food wholesale
and retail. Overdue, claims and collections activity in these sectors is currently running at a higher
rate than any time since the global financial crisis. Uncertainty about Brexit, rising oil prices and
higher financing costs, thin margins and cautious consumer spending all appear to be key factors.
“The concern has to be that the increase in overdue or non-payments will lead to greater insolvencies
and create a domino effect on the cashflow of smaller suppliers throughout supply chains, especially
in the light of some the large corporate failures we’ve seen recently. Businesses need to monitor
payment behaviour closely to spot early warning signs of distress.”
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Euler Hermes is the global leader in trade credit insurance and a recognized specialist in the areas of bonding,
guarantees and collections. With more than 100 years of experience, the company offers business-to-business
(B2B) clients financial services to support cash and trade receivables management. Its proprietary intelligence
network tracks and analyzes daily changes in corporate solvency among small, medium and multinational
companies active in markets representing 92% of global GDP. Headquartered in Paris, the company is present in
52 countries with 6,050 employees. Euler Hermes is a subsidiary of Allianz, listed on Euronext Paris (ELE.PA)
and rated AA by Standard & Poor’s. The company posted a consolidated turnover of €2.6 billion in 2017 and
insured global business transactions for €894 billion in exposure at the end of 2017.
Further information: www.eulerhermes.com, LinkedIn or Twitter @eulerhermes.
Cautionary note regarding forward-looking statements: The statements contained herein may include prospects,
statements of future expectations and other forward-looking statements that are based on management's current
views and assumptions and involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties. Actual results, performance or
events may differ materially from those expressed or implied in such forward-looking statements. Such deviations
may arise due to, without limitation, (i) changes of the general economic conditions and competitive situation,
particularly in the Allianz Group's core business and core markets, (ii) performance of financial markets
(particularly market volatility, liquidity and credit events), (iii) frequency and severity of insured loss events,
including from natural catastrophes, and the development of loss expenses, (iv) mortality and morbidity levels
and trends, (v) persistency levels, (vi) particularly in the banking business, the extent of credit defaults, (vii)
interest rate levels, (viii) currency exchange rates including the euro/US-dollar exchange rate, (ix) changes in
laws and regulations, including tax regulations, (x) the impact of acquisitions, including related integration issues,
and reorganization measures, and (xi) general competitive factors, in each case on a local, regional, national
and/or global basis. Many of these factors may be more likely to occur, or more pronounced, as a result of
terrorist activities and their consequences.

